Induction of brain glucose uptake by a factor secreted into cerebrospinal fluid.
It is well established that the carotid body receptors (CBR), at the bifurcation of the carotid artery, inform the brain of changes in the concentration of CO(2) and O(2) in arterial blood. More recent work suggests that these receptors are also extremely sensitive to blood glucose levels suggesting that they may play an important role as sensors of blood components important for brain energy metabolism. Much less is known about changes in brain glucose metabolism in response to CBR activation. Here we show that 2-8 min after local injection of sodium cyanide (NaCN) into the CBR or after electrical stimulation of the carotid sinus nerve in dogs and rats, brain glucose uptake increased fourfold. Cerebrospinal fluids (CSF) transferred from dogs, 2-8 min after CBR stimulation, into the cisterna magna of non-stimulated dogs or rats induced a similar increase in brain glucose uptake. CSF from stimulated dogs was also active when injected intravenously in anesthetized or awake rats. The activity was destroyed when the stimulated CSF was heated to 100 degrees C or treated with trypsin. We conclude that a peptide important for brain glucose regulation appears in the CSF shortly after CBR stimulation.